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INTRODUCTION LETTER

We Aaryan Metal And Tubes headquartered in Mumbai ,,is an, extensive Stockholder And Dealer of Pipes
And Piping products for the Oil, Gas, Petrochemical and Nuclear Industries. We Aaryan Metal And Tubes
is the Stockist and Dealer of Butt-weld Fittings, Forged Fittings, Compression Fittings, Outlets, Flanges &
Long Radius Bends,,and also Round Bars,,plates,,angle, ,channels etc.. in Materials like Mild Steel,, Carbon
Steel,,,StainlessSteel,,,, ,, Alloy Steel, Duplex & Super Duplex Steel, Nickel Alloys etc. We also manufacture
and supply non-standard items in any material to customer’Specifications. And also we Deal in Measuring
Instruments like Vernier caliper /micrometer /Dial Calipers and Etc…make Mitutoyo {JAPAN} / and China
and Malaysia Brand….
We are committed to serve your Organization’s Sourcing Needs of the above Products with our Quality
Products as well as our Service, which is further Strengthened by our well established in-house infrastructure
Capabilities and Capacities plus comprehensive stock of raw material and finished products. We are growing
organization having strong work force of skilled, experienced and qualified employees.
At Aaryan Metal And Tubes we believe that it is crucial for continued development to stay close to our
customers who provide us with essential market and product feed-back. The expansion and success of Aaryan
metal And Tubes depends on brand recognition and brand acceptance. Only by listening to our customers,
we will be able to keep living up to the market expectations of today and tomorrow.

Why Us
We are a renowned name in this domain engaged in providing various types of Mild Steels,, Stainless steel,
Carbon Steel & Alloy Steel Products; we have gained immense client`s appreciation, Owing to our excellent
product quality and transparent dealings.

Specialties that make us a profitable business partner for our clients are:











Cost-effective rates
Customized solution
Customized packaging
Customer focused approach
Easy payment modes
Good Financial Position & TQM
Superior quality products
Timely delivery schedule
Timely delivery of products
Experience and specialty in work

Our Mission :
Provide technically sound solutions and create additional value in mutual interest with our customers,, And Also
Whatever your requirement, in whatever quantity,,No Matters,,,Our Aaryan Metal and Tubes service
Center is ready and willing to satisfy your needs.by 24 x 7 ,,and resulting in your very valuable

Purchase orders………
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